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The shortcut  
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your car
check Market leader in Norway   check Stable reception   check Noise-free

check Suitable for all vehicles



1 . Plug and play adapters
Tiny Audio C5, C6, C7, C8, Csmart
 
Suitable for all vehicles, easy to 
install and reasonably priced. 
Power is obtained from a 12V 
socket in the vehicle and transmits 
the DAB+ signal as radio waves via 
FM.

The vehicle radio picks up the 
sound as an ordinary FM station. 
The adapter screen displays the 
channel, song and programme 
information.

Most adapters of this type can also 
be connected via the vehicle’s Aux 
input for better sound quality.

2. Integrated adapters
Tiny Audio C11+
 
Discreet fitting requires installation. 
These adapters have a separate 
receiver unit, which can be con-
cealed, with the unit being operated 
via a cabled remote. 

DAB+ channel information can be 
shown either using the car stereo’s 
screen or on the remote control.

Many vehicle owners will have to upgrade their radios  
as a result of the transition from FM to DAB+.  
The Tiny Audio C Series consists of adapters which let 
you to listen to DAB through your existing vehicle radio.



This top model has everything!  
You can stream music and podcasts 
from your phone and make phone 
calls using the built-in Hands-free. 
The Tiny Audio C5 also has 10 pro-
grammable buttons for saving your 
favourite DAB channels. 

This adapter supports automatic 
frequency changes (Service follow-
ing) and Traffic Announcements (TA).

TINY AUDIO C5 

FM transmitter

Aux connection (out and in)

10 programmable favourite buttons

Bluetooth streaming

Hands-free

Service following

Traffic Announcements (TA)

Menu in multiple languages

USB port for charging mobile devices

High-quality active film aerial
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User guidance  
on YouTube.

TA TRAFFIC
ANNOUNCEMENTS

UNIVERSAL ADAPTER  
PLUG & PLAY!
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UNIVERSAL ADAPTER  
PLUG & PLAY!

The Tiny Audio C6 obtains its power 
from a 12V socket in the vehicle and 
transmits the DAB+ signal as radio 
waves via FM.

The screen displays channel-, track- 
and programme information. The 
adapter can also be connected via 
the vehicle’s Aux input for better 
sound quality.

TINY AUDIO C6

FM transmitter

Aux In / Line out

15 favourites

Service following

Traffic Announcements (TA)

Menu in multiple languages

USB port for charging mobile devices

High-quality active film aerial

101605

TA TRAFFIC
ANNOUNCEMENTS



UNIVERSAL ADAPTER  
PLUG & PLAY!

As easy as it gets: simply plug the 
swan neck of the C7 into your car’s 
cigarette lighter, plug in the included 
aerial, and you’re ready to receive 
DAB+. 

You can also charge your mobile 
phone on the C7’s USB port.

TINY AUDIO C7

FM transmitter

Aux In / Line out

4 preset buttons and 20 favorites

Service following

Traffic Announcements (TA)

Menu in multiple languages

Adjustable arm fits in 12-30V socket

USB port for charging mobile devices

High-quality active film aerial

TA TRAFFIC
ANNOUNCEMENTS
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TINY AUDIO C8

FM transmitter

Aux In and Line out

15 presets

Bluetooth streaming and Hands-free

Service following

Traffic Announcements (TA)

Menu in multiple languages

USB port for charging mobile devices

High-quality active aerial

The Tiny Audio C8 obtains its power 
from a 12V socket in the vehicle and 
transmits the DAB signal as radio 
waves via FM.

The extra large screen displays 
channel-, track- and programme 
information. The adapter can also 
be connected via the vehicle’s Aux 
input for better sound quality.
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UNIVERSAL ADAPTER  
PLUG & PLAY!
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UNIVERSAL ADAPTER  
CONCEALED INSTALLATION 
FM HARD LINKING

The Tiny Audio C11+ has a separate 
receiver unit that can be concealed.

The unit is operated via a cabled 
remote control with a backlit  
display that can be attached to  
the dashboard.

It is connected directly via the aerial 
cable to the car’s stereo (FM hard 
linking) for maximum sound quality.

TINY AUDIO C11+

FM transmitter

Aux output

FM hard linking

4 presets

Backlit OLED display

Service following

Traffic Announcements (TA)

Menu in multiple languages

High-quality active film aerial
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TA TRAFFIC
ANNOUNCEMENTS



Nye CSmart

UNIVERSAL ADAPTER 
WITH SMARTPHONE APP

3 functions in 1 device: 
DAB+ receiver, Blue-
tooth audio streaming 
and Hands-free!

Use your smartphone 
to listen to DAB radio 
or stream music to your 
car’s stereo. You can 
also receive and make 
hands-free phone calls.

TINY AUDIO CSMART

FM transmitter

Aux In and Line out

Bluetooth streaming and Handsfree

Service following

Traffic Announcements (TA)

App for smartphones

Text displayed on vehicle radio

High-quality active film aerial

101879
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